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01 January 1990, Monday

01:00:00 AM(5.5)

New Delhi, India

Longitude : 77.12E

Latitude : 28.36N

Sidreal Time : 7:19:34

Local Mean Time : 00:38:48

Ayanmash : 23.72 NC Lahiri

Lagna : Virgo

Lagna Lord : Mercury

Rashi : Aquarius

Rashi Lord : Saturn

Nakshatra : Dhanishta

Nakshatra Lord : Mars

Charan : 2

Nadi : Madhya

Nadi Pada : Aadi

Tithi : Chaturthi Shukla

Paya : Gold

S.S. Yoga : Vajra

Karan : Vishti

Varna : Shudra

Varna : Shudra

Vashya : Jalachar

Yoni : Lion(F)

Vihaga : Vayas

Gana : Rakshas

First Letters : Go, Gee, Goo, Gay

Sun Sign : Sagittarius

Lagna Kundali

There is no Manglik Yoga in the birth-chart

Planetary Positions at Birth Time

Planets Dir Rashi Lord Degrees Nakshatra-Qtr Lord

Asc Virgo Mer 23:46:34 Chitra-1 Mar

Sun Direct Sagittarius Jup 16:23:45 P.Sada-1 Ven

Mer Retro Capricorn Sat 2:6:43 U.Sada-2 Sun

Ven Retro Capricorn Sat 12:35:5 Sravana-1 Moon

Mar Direct Scorpio Mar 15:47:57 Anuradha-4 Sat

Jup Retro Gemini Mer 11:31:28 Aridra-2 Rah

Sat Direct Sagittarius Jup 21:51:34 P.Sada-3 Ven

Moon Direct Aquarius Sat 0:19:41 Dhanishta-3 Mar

Rah Retro Capricorn Sat 24:45:17 Dhanishta-1 Mar

Ket Retro Cancer Moon 24:45:17 Ashlesha-3 Mer

Ura Direct Sagittarius Jup 12:1:38 Moola-4 Ket

Nep Direct Sagittarius Jup 18:17:43 P.Sada-2 Ven

Plu Direct Libra Ven 23:21:27 Vishakha-2 Jup

Conclusion

Where is Manglik Yoga Present

Lagna 
KundliNo

Moon 
KundaliNo

Venus 
KundaliNo

Navams
h KundliYes

Is the Yoga Cancelled?

Yes

There is Manglik Yoga in your horoscope but luckily some auspicious combinations are making  
Mars favorable for you and cancelling the Manglik  Yoga. Manglik Yoga will not be effective on you  
and you need not worry on that account.
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Navamsh Kundli Moon Kundali

Venus Kundali

There is Manglik Yoga in the Navamsh chart There is no Manglik Yoga in the Moon chart

There is no Manglik Yoga in the Venus chart

Manglik Yoga is considered foremost from the birth-
chart, then it is checked in the Moon, Venus and  
Navamsha kundalis too. If there is no Manglik Yoga in  
the birth-chart or if it is cancelled then you should  
consider yourself free of Manglik Yoga.

If there is Manglik yoga in the birth-chart then check  
in Moon, Venus and Navamsha charts. The presence  
or absence of Manglik Yoga in these charts  
represents the intensity of Manglik Yoga. If the yoga is  
not present in the birth-chart in the Navamsha, Moon  
or Venus chart then it is not so strong.

If there is even a single Yoga in your kundali that  
cancels Manglik Yoga then Manglik Yoga will not have  
an effect in your life.
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Manglik Yoga Analysis And Remedies

You and Manglik Yoga

Everyone desires a happy married life and that’s the reason astrologers match birth kundalis  
of bride and groom before marriage. Marital happiness cannot be guaranteed when the birth  
kundali has the Manglik Yoga, even if bride and groom have 25 gunas or qualities matching  
with each other.  

This yoga has prime importance in marital matters. Ascendant or lagna kundali is generally  
used to judge the Manglik yoga. Other kundalis like Moon kundali, Venus kundali or Navansh  
kundali can also be used to judge this yoga.  

The Manglik Yoga is studied and calculated primarily for marital matters. The Manglik Dosha  
is also known as Kuja Dosha. According to North Indian branch of Astrology, the Manglik  
Yoga is formed when Mars is placed in the first, fourth, seventh, eighth and twelfth house of  
the birth chart.  

This yoga is considered unfavorable for marital matters. Husband and wife may have to face  
many problems in their married life. This yoga is very difficult for married life. Marriage may  
lack love and affection. There may be conflicts between life partners. This yoga affects the  
pleasures of marital life.  

Manglik Yoga is cancelled due to auspicious combinations.

In your Kundli, Mars is placed in a benefic sign which has a positive overall influence on your  
marital life. In the signs Aries, Scorpio or in Capricorn sign, the Manglik Yoga is cancelled.

Your Manglik yoga is destroyed because of some auspicious combinations, that’s why there  
will be no ill-effect of Manglik Yoga in your life. It is not vital for you to marry a Manglik  
person. If you do remedies for Manglik Yoga then you can Mars a benefic planet for yourself.

The influence of Mars in the birth-chart

Mars is placed in the third house of your birth kundali. Also there is no Manglik Yoga in your  
birth chart. The third house tells about friends, younger brothers, sisters, ability, valor,  
journeys and fortune of spouse. The third house of the birth kundali is the most favorable  
position of Mars because Mars is the lord of the third house of your birth kundali.  

The fourth aspect of Mars falls on the sixth house of the birth kundali. In this position Mars  
will help you overpower your enemies. Your opponents will be weak and won’t be able to  
stand against you.   

Mars will also give you favorable results in your occupation. You will also get the support of  
your friends. They will always be there for you in your good and bad times.  

Remedies for placement of Mars in Birth-chart

Offer water to Moon within 2 hours of Sunrise. This will improve the health of your mother
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and give you favorable results.

Effect of the Ascendant

You were born in Virgo ascendant. In this ascendant the Manlik yoga is formed only in the  
first, fourth or seventh house of the birth kundali. The negative impact of Mars is reduced in  
the Virgo ascendant and it does not form the Manglik Yoga in the eighth and the tenth house  
of the birth kundali.  

Relationship of Ascendant And Mars

You were born in Virgo ascendant. Mars is placed in the third house of your birth kundali in  
the Scorpio sign. Scorpio is the own sign of Mars. In this house Mars will make you confident  
and strong.  

Mars is also the lord of the eighth house of your birth chart. Mars may affect your  
relationships with your siblings. They may not back you at times. Try to be more patient and  
polite in your dealings to avoid any troubles.  

The fourth aspect of Mars falls on the sixth house of the birth chart. Mars will help you  
overpower your opponents. Your enemies will never be able to harm you.

The seventh aspect of Mars falls on the ninth house of the birth chart. The ninth house is the  
house of luck. In this position Mars may dampen your luck and may pose hurdles in your  
path. You will have to work hard to be successful in life. Do not depend on your luck. Mars  
may also weaken your faith in God. You may have less belief in your religious and spiritual  
values.

The eighth aspect of Mars falls on the tenth house of the birth chart. Mars will get you the  
blessings and support of your father.  

On the negative side, you may struggle to get benefit from the state and government sectors.  
It will not be easy for you to get desired results from the government. You will have to put all  
your efforts and work hard. Be sincere in your efforts and leave no stone unturned to be  
successful and realize your dreams.

Impact of Mars on Men

Mars is placed in the third house of your birth kundali. You are always ready to help others in  
the time of need. You are always casting new dreams for yourself. In this house Mars also  
gets you the auspicious effect of Sun, Jupiter and Moon. You will have good relations with  
your mother, father and teachers. Mars will make you strong, bless you with good children  
and get you the support of your friends and family if you be righteous.

Remedy for you

Serve your uncle or father’s elder ivory in the house.
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Remedies for Manglik Yoga

The Manglik Dosha in the birth kundali can be very upsetting and troublesome. This yoga can  
have a deep effect on our lives, but we can reduce its negative impact by doing simple  
remedies. Some general remedies can help lessen the ill effects of the Manglik yoga and  
bring auspiciousness into our lives. These remedies can boost our luck. Make them an  
essential part of your life. You can do these remedies at any time convenient to you. You  
need not wait for any auspicious time or special ceremonial to do them.  

Always respect your elders and touch their feet to get their blessings. You will get favorable  
results in life.  

Present sweets to your sisters and daughters.  

Respect and serve girls. Present them with green clothes and excellent food.   

Feed cow, dog, crow, monkey and other animals.  

Offer food to disabled and needy people. Help them in every way you can.  

Live in joint family.

Maintain good relations with your in-laws.  

Worship and pay your homage to God and goddesses.  

Have faith in God and your religious values.  

Take care of your family and make then happy.  

Don’t misbehave with anyone. Don’t be rude and impolite.

Be a vegetarian. Never drink alcohol.  

Never take anything for free from anyone.

Never take property of a childless person.  

Do not lie. Never give false testimony.  

Wear proper and decent clothes.

Always keep your nose clean.

Pierce your nose and ears.

Always clean your teeth. Brush with acacia twigs.  

Respect and serve your elder brother.  

Remedy through donation
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Donate blood, red sandalwood, wheat, red lentils, red ox, land, jaggery, red clothes, coral,  
gold, copper, saffron, musk and money for auspicious deeds on Tuesday afternoons. You can  
also donate other red things.   

Remedies Through Stones
Coral can be worn to alleviate the ill effects of the Manglik dosha. You must wear coral in a  
proper manner to get the positive results. Below is the method of wearing coral.

Remedy through fasting

Fasting on Tuesdays can help alleviate ill effects of Mars. This will give you auspicious  
results.   

Fasting on every Tuesday or at least one Tuesday of the month in a proper manner will be  
auspicious for you. It is very important not to consume salt during the fast. After fasting the  
whole day, you can have food in the evening, with a family member if possible. You can eat  
sweet churma, curd, sugar, sweets, jaggery, candy or parantha to break your fast. In the  
absence of a family member, you can donate his food to a pundit. Add 11 or 21 rupees to this  
serving as well.       

You must have food only once during the fast.  

Remedies by chanting Mantra

Vedic Manta for Mars

Om bho bhomay namaha or Om mang manglaya namaha

Tantric Mantra for Mars

Om kram krim krom saha bhomaya namaha

Reciting these mantras for 24,000 times will remove the Manlik Dosha of your birth kundali.

Remedy through Gemstone

Wear original coral weighing more than 12.5 carats studded in gold or silver ring, in the ring  
finger of your right or left hand on Tuesday morning within 48 minutes of sunrise after being  
purified by mantras. Keep coral ring in raw cow milk, Gangajal, honey, ghee or curd on  
Monday night. Next morning wash it with pure water or Gangajal. Then purify this ring by  
Mars’ Vedic or Tantrik mantras.

Keep this ring in a vessel at your place of worship. Take rosary in your left hand and water in  
your right hand. Recite Mantra of Mars once and put water on the ring. Repeat this recitation  
1000 times or 10 rosaries and purify the coral ring. Pay your homage and then take this ring  
in your right hand and touch it with your forehead. Then wear it in your ring finger. If Mars is  
placed on the right side of your birth kundali then wear this ring on the ring finger of your left  
hand and if Mars is on the left side of your birth kundali then wear this ring on the ring finger  
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of your right hand.

It is not wise to remove this ring often.

A native should wear a red coral gem weighing 12.5 ratti in a gold or silver ring on the ring  
finger of any of his or her hands. The finger ring should be purified by mantras and should be  
worn within 48 minutes of sunrise on a Tuesday. The red coral finger ring should be put in a  
mixture of raw cow milk, gangajal, honey, ghee and curd on Monday and on the next morning  
the finger ring should be thoroughly washed by clean water or gangajal. After then the finger  
ring needs to be purified by the Vedic or tantrik mantra of Mars. In the worship room place  
the finger ring in a container. Hold the rosary in your left hand and water in your right hand.  
Every time you chant the whole mantra pour water from your right hand in to the red coral  
finger ring. In this way chant the mantra for 1000 times, i.e. 10 rosaries and water the finger  
ring. 

Once you are finished with the purification of the finger ring worship the same. After  
worshipping hold the finger ring with your right hand and wear it on your ring finger by  
touching it on your head. If your kundli has the placement of Mars in left side then the finger  
ring should be put in right hand and vice versa.

It should be kept in mind that the red coral finger ring should not be removed from the ring  
finger.

Remedies from Vastu

Decorate your home with red, pink, amaranth and maroon color. Bed sheets, pillow covers  
and bedroom lights of your home must also be of these colors. You must also consume food  
rich in Vitamin A, B, C, D and E and other blood improving nutrients.  
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